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The evolution of society has led to the fact that modern society finds the issue of gender equality relevant. The division of people on the basis of sex is explained by physiological and psychological differences between men and women. But gender is not just gender. In a broad sense, gender is a set of psychological and social characteristics of a person combined with genetic characteristics. The issue of gender equality faced society in connection with the humiliation of women's rights at different periods of history. This is explained by mankind's relatively sharp transition from matriarchy to patriarchy. Proponents of gender equality see in this philosophy the relationships of subjects who have equal rights and their own value. Everyone must respect each other's interests and goals, constantly coordinate thoughts and positions, coordinate their actions depending on the actions of the other. A man and a woman should learn to put themselves in the place of another, and accordingly act in common interests. Today under a concept "gender" understand the certain system formed by society historically. It is an institute of values, that propagandizes the codes of conduct for men and women. Although the traditional concept of gender equality sets certain roles for both parties, the representatives of feminism cast aside be what templates of behavior are intended for women. In this connection a fight for equality of rights resulted in dividing of society into different camps, each of that sees a rightness exactly in the postulates. Modern youth is unable independently to choose for itself that model of behavior, that would be tolerant to all types of fighters for equality of rights. Further development of questions that touch gender directly depend on the methods of education, that will be applied to the new generations. In Ukraine brightly noticeable tendency of choice of traditional methods of education and attitude toward gender as a concept. The the no less certain percent of citizens in any case participating to the fight for gender equality. Further development of questions that touch gender directly depend on the methods of education, that will be applied to the new generations. In Ukraine brightly noticeable tendency of choice of traditional methods
of education and attitude toward gender as a concept. The no less certain percent of citizens in any case participating to the fight for gender equality. Till the question of gender became actual, leading place in imposing of public idea small church and religions on the whole. It costs to mark that a situation was more stable by then, as there was clear differentiation of roles and duties. Such considerable change of moods to the scientists is explained as needed and natural change to the out-of-date methods and looks. Maybe question of gender equality it only the transitional stage in development of society. Scientists that study this question while can not give a clear answer. Such democracy can result in the increase of problems on soil of gender belonging. On the other hand gender equality it one of signs of progressive democratic society. Equality in rights between all it what modern society must move to, however integration of it at the level of the state depends as from public agents so from people. Gender in law enforcement authorities is a widespread question that always actual and appears often. Gender politics in law enforcement organs also consists in equality between a man and woman. Law-enforcements and servicemen in the last few years began to have more equal rights not depending on sex. With every year the amount of women grows in the weapons or forces of Ukraine of and other soldiery forming. Woman, as well as a man can get leading position and military rank-general. on September, 6, 2018 Law is envisage principle after that women must pass military service on even principles with men (except cases envisaged by a legislation about the guard of maternity and childhood). Women own skills of management and guidance well, they have a capacity for listening and delegation, fully complete feeling of reality and as a rule, they are well organized. Women are able to balance basic strategies, here sparing the special attention to the shallow details, diligently take the trouble leading positions. In this connection it is just to say, that and men, and women, can successfully carry out position requirements, here it costs to take into account the features of every sex leaders for a grant to the workers of exactly those positions, that will be expedient for physiology features of person Accordingly a robot for women must have less loading and prohibition of "completing of positions of officers, that is constrained, women-servicemen, with diving works, positions on surface and submarine vessels, works are related to extinguishing of fires and robot with the use of explosive and poisonous substances, and also position in soldiery parts of the special setting". Gender equality consists not only in equal rights but also in duties. On this stage of evolution of the state it costs to find a decision for marketability of woman-serviceman of the direct duties that is envisaged by position. Id est it is needed to create terms for passing of service, that service in rows a law-enforcement or military structure did not violate own principles and freedoms, satisfied the biological and moral necessities of woman, did not limit her in domestic relations and on the whole provided terms for quality implementation of official duties. Also it costs to perfect mental and ethical education of men, for this purpose conduct the row of educator works, that would interpret the question of gender and gave to understand that it does not limit them rights. To the men it does not cost to forget about the elementary rules of etiquette. Etiquette of serviceman and man on the whole must not depend on position on that he is and from attitude toward women on the whole. Men must clearly understand why women must be better provided in the aspect of way of life.
The question of gender is put not only in law-enforcement structures but also in Ukraine not correctly because this question exposes only right for women, that causes aggression from the side of sex of men and look like propaganda of feminism. It is needed anymore to explain reasons, why women get the best terms and more privileges. Such approach that now can be looked after in Ukraine results in the origin of legal nihilism, as a result men get it right the concept of gender not quite. Thus, it be possible to say, that Ukraine from 2018 began actively to move in direction of development of gender equality between men and women, including by servicemen, that is why an institute of gender equality is the issue enough of the day of present time. It is important to understand that it only the transitional stage in development of society, that is why it costs to displace accents sdws cultural development of society, because exactly it will help to create cultural and progressive society. For the rapid decision of this question effectively it will be to conduct the prosecution of the general informing of citizens, that will improve common development each and will give to him reference-points for an orientation in the questions of gender.
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